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It is well known that p[O, a?) - [0, CC) is an indecomposable continuum [I]. Van Douwen announ- 
ced in [7] that there are at least two nonhomeomorphic indecomposable subcontinua in this space. 
We prove that infinitely many nonhomeomorphic indecomposable subcontinua can be produced 
by adding Cohen reals. This gives an answer to [6, Question 41. Our method is as follows. First 
we prove that every layer, introduced by Mioduszewski in [4], is an indecomposable subcontinuum 
(Theorem 2.6). Secondly, we prove that if .ti is a model of ZFC in which c is strongly regular 
and K s c is an uncountable regular cardinal, there is a layer T such that for any A < K every 
nonempty G,-set of T has nonempty interior and there is a point in 7 with character K in the 
model obtained by adding K Cohen reals to JM. Our Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 answer the problem 
in [4]. In Section 1, we will discuss some special points in p[O, CC)-[0, E). 
Keywords: Stone-tech remainder, remote point, Cohen real, indecomposable continuum, ultra- 
power. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D40, 54F20, 03E25. 
Introduction 
The Stone-tech compactification of a completely regular space X is denoted by 
/3X and the remainder /3X -X by X*. An indecomposable continuum means a 
compact connected Hausdorff space which cannot be expressed as a union of two 
connected closed proper subspaces. Our set theoretic notation is standard, for 
example, “‘A is the set of all functions from w to A; [A]” is the set of all countable 
infinite subsets of A and A c* B means that A\B is finite. In this section, we explain 
some definitions. We also review some basic properties about p[O, ~0) - [0, ~0) and 
state the questions considered in this paper. 
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0.1. Coinitiality, cojinality, gaps and ultrapowers 
Let (A, <) be a linearly ordered set. A subset B of A is said to be cojnal (coinitial) 
in A if and only if for any a E A there is a b E B such that a 4 b (b d a). The cojinality 
(coinitiality) of A is the minimum cardinality of a set cofinal (coinitial) in A. We 
abbreviate cofinality and coinitiality of A as cof(A) and coin(A) respectively. 
If X and Y are subsets of A, we write X < Y if x < y for any x E X and y E Y. 
We write x < Y for {x} < Y and X < y for X < {y}. A pair % = (L, U) of subsets of 
A is called a gap if L< U. Let Em = L and %+ = U. A gap % is an unfilled gap if 
there is no x E A such that % < x < %?. We say ~$11~ a gap Ce if V <x < %?. We 
write x< (e (%<x) if there is a yE %- (YE %+) such that xsy (ysx). If A and 
n are regular cardinals, we call an unfilled gap a (A, v*)-gap if cof( ‘C) = h and 
coin( %+) = 7. 
Let A be as above and u E w* be an ultrafilter on w. The ultrapower “A/u is 
defined as follows: Members of “‘A/u are equivalence classes [f] = 
{gE”‘A: {n:f(n)=g(n)}E u} forfE”A; the linear order cu on “A/u is defined by 
[f] <,, [g] if and only if {n: f( n) < g(n)} E u. For convenience, we drop the brackets 
and write f <,g. If no confusion will occur we simply write f < g. In this paper, we 
will consider the cases when A = w or I = [0, l] with the standard orders on them. 
0.2. The approach to p [0, co) - [0,00) 
Let M =@,,,, Z,, be the topological sum of w many copies of the unit interval I. 
It is easily seen that M” can be regarded as a subspace of p[O, 00) -[O, co) and 
every proper subcontinuum of p[O, ~0) - [0, ~0) can be embedded in M*. Therefore, 
we can consider M” instead of p[O, ~0) - [0, 00) without any loss of generality for 
our purpose. We refer to [4] for more about this approach to the study of p[O, ~0) -
[0, CO). We identify PM with the set of ultrafilters of closed subsets of M. For any 
open set U of M, we let 0( U) = {x E PM: U contains an element of x}. Note that 
{O(U): U is open in M} is a base for PM. 
Now we recall some definitions and results from [4]. Let i: M + w be the map 
inducedbyi(Z,)={n}andPi:PM~pwbetheextensionofi.WeletM”=Pi-’(u) 
for uEw*. It is easily seen that x E M” if and only if {n: F n Z, # 0) E u for any 
FEX. Since w* is zero-dimensional, every subcontinuum of M* is contained in 
some M”. From now on, we fix a u E w*. We define a partial order < on M” as 
follows: for any x, y E M”, x < y if and only if there are A E u, FE x and H E y such 
that for any n E A, F n I,, < H n I,,. It is easily seen that there is a natural embedding 
from (“Z/U, <) into (M”, <), i.e., for any [f] E wZ/u, {F: F is closed in M and 
{n: f(n) E F} E u} E M”. We will regard (“Z/u, <) as a substructure of (M”, <). We 
can also see easily (1) for any x E M” and [f] E wZ/u, x and [f] are comparable, 
i.e., x s [f] or [f] G x; (2) for any x, y E M” if x < y there is an [f] E wZ/u such 
that x < [f] < y; and (3) “Z/u is dense in M” as a topological subspace. We write, 
as before, x <f and f< x for x < [f] and [f] < x respectively. Let 0 and II E “I be 
such that for any n E w, O(n) = 0 and U(n) = 1. It is obvious that 0s x s 11 for any 
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XEM”. For any TcM”, let .!(T)={~E~Z/U:~=[O] or p<T} and a(T)= 
{p E “I/u: p = [ll] or T<p}. We use e(x) and e(x) to abbreviate [({x}) and &{x}). 
A subset T of M” is called a layer if T = cl(e( T)) n cl(r( T)) (see [4, (16)]). We call 
the cofinality of e(T) and the coinitiality of a(T) the cojinalify of T, denoted by 
cof( T), and the coinitialify of T, denoted by coin(T). A layer T is called a remote 
layer if cof( T) > w, coin(T) > w and T n ‘“Z/u = 0 [4]. If a layer is a singleton, we 
call it a one-point layer. We let L” be the set of all layers of M”. Note that there is 
a natural partial order on L” inherited from (M”, <), i.e., T < S if and only if t < s 
in (M”, <) for any t E T and s E S. The following results are taken from [4]. 
Theorem A S) is compact connected linearly set; 
(2) is a partition M” and quotient topology L” coincides with the 
order topology it; 
(3) [f] E is a subset of 
(4) every T E is a Moreover, if cof( = o coin(T) = T 
is 
A x E is called if for FE x is a E x that U F 
and any n w, U I, # implies that n I,, a closed interval. that 
every singleton a degenerate closed interval. every point “‘I/u is 
0.3. Questions 
The following will in paper. 
Question 1. Is it consistent with ZFC that there is a u E w* such that every cut point 
of M” is simple? 
Question 2 (Mioduszewski [4]). Are the remote layers one-point sets? If not, are 
they indecomposable? 
Question 3 (Smith [6]). Does M* have infinite many non-homeomorphic indecom- 
posable subcontinua? (Even under any extra set theoretic axioms.) 
We will prove in Section 1 that for any remote point x E M”, x is simple if and 
only if x is a cut point of M”. Under CH, we show the existence of a cut point of 
some M” which is not simple. Question 2 will be answered in Section 2. We prove 
that there exists a remote layer which is not a one-point set and every layer is 
indecomposable. In Section 3, we will prove that infinitely many nonhomeomorphic 
indecomposable subcontinua of M” can be constructed by adding Cohen reals. 
Moreover, if there is an inaccessible cardinal, we can get c many nonhomeomorphic 
indecomposable subcontinua of M* by adding many Cohen reals. We will also 
show that in the Cohen extensions there are many one-point layers with different 
cofinalities and coinitialities. 
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1. Cut points of M” 
We will discuss Question 1 in this section. We first give several lemmas, which 
are observations of Theorem A. Lemma 1.2 is a very useful tool which makes the 
study of indecomposable subcontinua in p[O, ~0) easy. 
Lemma 1.1. I~TE L” and ITI> 1, then (e(T), a(T)) is an unfilled gap in (“Z/u, <). 
If ‘# is an unfilled gap in (“Z/U, <) and TE L” fills % in (L”, <), then we say 7 
is determined by %?. 
For anyf,gEWZ let (Jg)={xEM: there is an nEW such thatf(n)<x<g(n)} 
and [f,g]={x~M: there is an nEW such thatf(n)<x<g(n)}. 
Lemma 1.2. Let T E L”, T n (“I/u) = P, and x E T. The following are equivalent for 
any yE M”: 
(1) Y E T; 
(2) x and y are incomparable or x = y; 
(3) e(x) = 4~) or 4x) = C(Y); 
(4) Uf; 81: [f 1 E f(x) and kl E 4~)) c Y; 
(5) {[A 81: Cf 1 E T and kl E @I= Y, where VZ is an un$lled gap in (“I/u, <) 
and T is determined by ‘c: 
Lemma 1.3. The following are equivalent for any x E M” and x f [0], [ 11: 
(1) x is a cut point; 
(2) 1x1 E L”; 
(3) x is comparable with any y E M”. 
Lemma 1.4. Every simple point is a cut point of some M”. 
Proof. Let x E M” be simple. We need only to prove that x is comparable with any 
y E M” by Lemma 1.3. Suppose that y E M” and x # y. There are an F, E x and an 
F2 E y such that F, n F2 = 0. We can assume that there is an A E u such that for any 
n E A, F, n I,, is a closed interval. Let 
F; = {z E F2: there is an n E A such that z < F, n I,,}; 
Fz = {z E F,: there is an n E A such that F, n I, < z}. 
Then, Fi u Fi E y. Fi E y implies that y < x and FT E y implies that x < y. 0 
Recall that x E M” is called a remote point if for any nowhere dense set N of M, 
x SZ clpM (N) and x is called a fur point if x & cl PM(D) for any discrete set D of M. 
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Theorem 1.5. Let x E M” be a remote point. x is simple if and only if x is a cut point 
of M”. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, we need only to prove the if part. Suppose that x is a cut 
point of M”. Let Ou, = {[fF, g,]: FE x}, where 
inf( F n I,), 
ff(n)={l 
if FnZ,#(d, 
9 otherwise, 
gF(n) = 
1 
sup(FnZ,), if Fni,#(d, 
0, otherwise, 
for any FE x. It is easily seen that % = ({[fF]: FE x}, {[gF]: FE x}) is an unfilled 
gap in (“Z/u, <) and {x} is determined by %‘. It is enough to show that 011, is a$lter 
base for x, i.e., for any FE x there is a U E %21, such that U c F. Suppose not. Then 
there is an FE x such that for any U E Du,, UP E Let F, = cl(int(F)) and F, = 
Flint(F). F2 is a nowhere dense set in M. Since x is a remote point, there is an 
F’ExsuchthatF’nFz=M.LetA={n:Z,nF,#~}.SinceF,Ex,wehaveAEu.Let 
for any n E A 
Z,,nint(F)=U{U,,,,: mEw}, 
where { U,,,, : m E co} is a family of pairwise disjoint open intervals. 
Claim 1. {m: F’n U,,,,, # 0} is finite for any n E A. 
Proof. Otherwise, F’ will have a limit in Fz but F'n F2 = (4. 
Let F”= U {cl( U,,,,): U,,, nF’#(II,nEAandmEw}.F’nF,cF”.SoF”Ex.We 
write F” = IJ {J,,m : n E A and m c k,}, where k, E w, J,,m is a closed interval of Z,, 
and JH,,, < J,,,,+, for any nEA and mck,. 
Claim 2. {k,: n E B n A} is unbounded for any B E u. 
Proof. Suppose not. There are B E u and k* E w such that k, < k* for any n E B n A. 
For each i< k*, let 
H, = IJ {J,,,: n E B n A and i < k,}. 
Then, U {Hi: i < k”} E x. Therefore, there is an Hi E x. This contradicts to our 
assumption on F. 
Let H’=U{J,,,: nEA and isk,, is even} and H”=U{J,,,: neA and isk, is 
odd}. It is easily seen that both {H’} u %, and {H”} u ‘4& have finite intersection 
property. Take x, , x2 E M L( so that {H’} u Q, c x, and {H”} u Q, c x2. x, f x2. By 
Lemma 1.2, x, x, and x2 are in a same layer. This is a contradiction. 0 
As a corollary to the proof of Theorem 1.5, we have 
Corollary. Let x E M” be a cut point. Then x is a far point if and only ifx g wZ/u. 
Note that every [f ] E “Z/u is simple and for x P wZ/ u if x is simple, x is a remote 
point. Therefore, Question 1 in the introduction is equivalent to asking whether x 
is a remote point when {x} is a remote layer. 
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Theorem 1.6. CH implies that there are a u E w* and an x E M” such that {x} is a 
remote layer but x is not a remote point. 
Proof. Let {fu: a < w,} be an enumeration of “I and {F, : a < w,} be an enumeration 
of all closed subsets of M. We want to construct by induction g,, h, ~~ 1, A, E [LO]” 
and N, c M for LY ( w, satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) For(Y<p<w,,A,,C*A,andg,<*,agp<~php<~Bh,,whereg<~g’means 
that for all but finitely many n E A, g(n) < g’(n); 
(2) N, is a perfect nowhere dense subset of [gu, h,] and g,(n) E N, for (Y <w, 
and nEA,; 
(3) if CU</~CW,, NpnZH c N, n Z, for all but finitely many n E A,; 
(4) let v(p) =min{A: there is an AE [wlw such that Ac*A, and g, <sf, <*Ah,, 
for any (Y < /3} for any /3 < w, . Then h, G & fTcpj ; 
(5) N, c F, or [g,, h,] n F, = 0 for each (Y <w,. 
Suppose that our construction has been done for each (Y <A. We want to define 
g,,, h,, A, and N,+ satisfying conditions (l)-(5). We will only deal with the case 
when A is a limit ordinal, since the case when A is a successor ordinal is similar 
and simpler. Since A is countable, we can get an A E [w]~ and an f~ “I such that 
A c * A, and g, < 2 f < 2 h, by a diagonalization argument. So 17 (A) is well defined. 
Let {ai: i E w} be a cofinal sequence of A. We define {n,: i E w} E [A]” so that ni < n,,, 
for any i E w, 
max{g,,,(ni):j<i}<goi,,(ni)(f~(h)(n,)<min{h,,,,(nj):j~i} / 
and 
g,,,(n,)cN,,, nZ,,,Cn{N,,,:j<G. 
Let H,, = [gu,, (n,), f,,cL,(ni)] n N,,, fbr any i E w. Then H,,, is a nonempty perfect 
nowhere dense subset of Z,,, by condition (2). Take Hk, c H,, to be a nonempty 
perfect nowhere dense set so that HL, c F* or [min(Hi,), max(H’,,)] n Fh = 0. Let 
A’ = {n,: HL, c Fh} and A” = {n,: HL, n Fh = @}. Let A, = A’, if A’ is infinite, otherwise 
we let A, = A” and Nh = l._, {H’,: n E Ah}. We define 
min(N, n I,,), 
g*(n)= 1 
1, 
if n E A,,, 
otherwise, 
and 
h,(n) = 
I 
max(N, n I,,), if n E A,, 
0, otherwise. 
It is easy to verify the conditions (l)-(5) and we finish the construction. The 
conditions (l)-(5) assure that {N,: (Y < w,} generates a point x in MY, {A,: (Y < w,} 
generates a point u in w*, %=({g,: a<~~}, {h,: a<~,}) is a (w,,wT)-gap in 
(“I/ U, 0 and {x} is a layer of M” determined by %. 0 
In [2], Baldwin and Smith constructed under MAcountable a simple remote point 
in M*. We can see from Theorem 2.3 that under CH for any u E w* there is a 
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WI, UT)-gap in (“l/u, <) which determines a layer with cardinality 2’. Therefore, 
w,, WY)-gaps may determine different layers. See also Corollary 3.5, Remark 3.6 
and Question 3.1. 
2. The solution to Mioduszewski’s problem 
Lemma 2.1. There exists a u E w* such that there is a (A, q*)-gap in (“w/u, <) for 
some uncountable regular cardinals h and 77. 
Proof. If there is a u E o* such that the cointiality of the nonstandard part of 
(“w/u, <) is larger than w,, it follows from the Countable Cuts Corollary in [3, 
p. 231 that any strictly decreasing sequence of length w, generates a gap as desired. 
We assume that for any u E w* the coinitiality of the nonstandard part of (“w/u, <) 
is 0,. Since cof(c) = w, by the Genera1 Coinitiality Theorem in [3, p. 131, we have 
~“w/u~=c<2”~ by K” onig’s lemma. However, we can always get 2”l many gaps 
{ %Ye,: (Y < 29) with cofinalities w, and coinitialities o1 in (“w/u, <) for any u E w* 
by a standard tree argument so that if [f] and [g] fill ??a and %‘P respectively for 
distinct (Y, p, then [f ] f [g]. Therefore, there are 2”1 many (co,, wT)-gaps in (“W/U, <) 
for any MEW*. 0 
Lemma2.2. If %‘isa (A, q*)-gapin (“w/u, <), then thereisa (A, v*)-gupin (“I/u, <) 
which determines a layer with cardinality 2’. 
Proof. We choose an h E “w such that [h] E ie’ and h(n) > 0 for any n E o. For each 
nEq take s,,;E I (is h(n)) so that sn,,,=O, ~,,,~(,,)=l and s ,,,, <s,,~+~ and let J,,,= 
[s,,,, sfl,,+1 . For each f E ww we define f + E “I by 
f’(n)=s n,minff(n).h(n)t. 
It is easily seen that if f, , fi < h, then f, < fi in (“w/u, <) if and only if f 7 <f Y in 
(“I/u, <). For each f E “I, we choose f t E ww and f * < h so that 
if f(n) # 1. We can also verify that for any JE “I\[ll] and g E ww, if f c < g in 
(“w/u, <), then f < g + in (“I/u, <) and if g < f t in (“w/u, <), then g’<f in 
(“Z/u, <). Therefore, we have %‘=({[f’]: [f]E W}, {[f’]: [f]E %+>) is a (A, q*)- 
gapin(“I/u,<). Notethatforany[f,]E (e~,[f~]~~‘andA~u,{f,(n)-f,(n): nE 
A} is unbounded. By a similar argument as at the end of the proof of Theorem 1.5, 
we have that the layer T in M” determined by 55:’ is not a singleton. (T( = 2’, since 
every nondegenerate subcontinuum of M* has cardinality 2’ [l]. 0 
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By Lemma 2.1 and 2.2, we have 
Theorem 2.3. There exists a u E w* such that there is a remote layer in M” with 
cardinality 2’. 
Lemma 2.4. Let T E L” and F c M be a closed set. Iffor any [f] E /( T) and [g] E 4( T), 
[f, g] n F # 0, then clpM (F) n T # 0. 
Proof. It follows easily from Lemma 1.2(4). 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let T E L”. If x, y E T and x f y, then there are an A E u, an FE x and 
an H E y such that 
(1) for any n E A there are finitely many pairwise disjoint nondegenerated closed 
intervals {J,,;: 0~ i<2k,,} such that J,,;<J,,,+,; 
(2) F n I,, c IJ {J,,zi: is k,} and the ends of J,,zi are in F; 
(3) H n 1, = U {J,,z,-l : is k,} and the ends of J,,zi-, are in H; 
(4) {k,: n E B n A} is unbounded for any B E u. 
Proof. Since x # y, there are an FE x and HE y such that F n H = 0. x, y E M” 
implies that {nEw: FnZ,#0} and {nEw:HnI,,#0} are in u. Let A= 
{n E w: F n I,, # 0) n {n E w: H n I,, # 0}. For each n E A, we take pairwise disjoint 
nondegenerated closed intervals {J,,,,,: i s j,} so that (F u H) n I,, c IJ {J,,i: i s j,}, 
the ends of J,,, are in F u H for is j,, J,,i n F = 0 if and only if J,,i n H # 0 if and 
only if J,,+, n F f 0 or J,,i+, n F # 0 for 1 G i < j,, and J,,, <J,,;+, for any i < j,. 
Since x and y are incomparable, neither is I_, {J,,“: n E A} in x nor y. Therefore, we 
can assume that J,,” n F f 0 for n E A. By the same reason, we can assume j, = 2k, 
for n E A. The set {k, : n E B n A} is unbounded for any B E u by the same reasoning 
as Claim 2 in the proof of Theorem 1.5. q 
Theorem 2.6. Every layer of M” is an indecomposable continuum. 
Proof. Any TE L” is a subcontinuum of M* by Theorem A(4). We need only to 
proof that T is indecomposable when 1 TI > 1. 
Suppose that T = C, u C2, where C, and C2 are proper subcontinua of T. Take 
x E C,\C,, y E C,\C,, and open subsets V and W of M so that x E O(V), y E O( W), 
clPM(V)n T=G\G, clSM(W)n T c C,\C, and clpM ( V) n claM ( W) = 0. We take 
A E u, FE x and H E y so that F c V, H c W and A, F, H satisfy the conditions in 
Lemma 2.5. For any n E A and i ~2k,, let J,,i = [s,,~, t,,i]. 
Case 1: There are a z E C, and an F’E z such that for any n E A, F’n 
Z,,cU{J,,2r-l: isk,}. 
Since z$ clpM( W), we can assume that F’n (cl,( W)) = 0. 
An easy fact. Let K c I be a closed set. U c I be an open set such that K n U = 0 
and 0, 1 E U, then there is a continuous function f: I + I such that f -‘(O, 1) c U, 
Kcf-‘(0) andf(O)=f(l)=l. 
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By this fact, we can define a continuous function f: M + I such that FcfP’(l), 
F’cf-‘(0) and f-'(0, 1)~ W. Th erefore, pfP’(0, 1) c clpM ( W), pf(x) = 1 and 
pf(z) = 0. Since C, n clsM ( W) = 0, we have pf( C,) = (0, l}. This implies that C, is 
not connected. 
Case 2: Otherwise. 
We let 
jn.0 = r0, %,I; 
-L = [fn,?i- I, src,+i I’ > 
L,, = [fn,Zk,,-I, 11 
for n E A and is k,, then Z,, = (IJ {j,*,>#: is k,}) u (U {J,,2,_, : is k,}). Since there 
is no z E C, such that U {JH,zi_, : n E A and is k,} E z, 
C, c clpn, (U {j,,?,: n E A and i =s k,}). 
Let F, = U {_?,,2i: i G k, and i is odd} and F2 = U {j,,,,!: is k, and i is even}. It is 
easily seen that for any [f] E e( T) and [g] E +(T), [J; g] n cl, ( V) n F, # 0 (i = 1,2). 
By Lemma 2.4, we have xi E T n clgM ( V) n cl( F,). Since clpM ( V) n T c C, , xi E C, 
This implies that C, is not connected, since C, c cl( F,) u cl( F,) and cl( F,) n cl( Fz) = 
0. 0 
3. Constructions of layers by Cohen reals 
Canjar [3] and Roitman [5] proved that c pairwise nonisomorphic ultrapowers 
(with different coinitialities and cofinalities) can be produced by adding Cohen 
reals. Therefore, it is consistent to have c pairwise nonhomeomorphic decomposable 
subcontinua in MY. In this section, we will use their technique to get infinitely many 
nonhomeomorphic indecomposable subcontinua in M” by adding Cohen reals. 
Moreover, if there exists an inaccessible cardinal, we can get c many such subcon- 
tinua. 
We will use A to denote a model of ZFC. Our forcing condition for adding 
Cohen reals is different from the usual one. Let 3 be the set of all pairwise disjoint 
families of finitely many open subintervals of I with rational ends and P, be the 
partial order of finite functions from K X w into %‘, ordered by reverse inclusion. 
Since 3 is countable, forcing with P, is equivalent to the forcing with the partial 
order of finite functions from K X w into 2, i.e., the usual one for adding K many 
Cohen reals. If G, is an A-generic filter of P,, we let G, = U G, and 
s”(n) = G,(a, n) 
for any Q < K and n E w. A[C,] = Ju[{g”: a <K}]. Let Al, = .A[{g”: (Y <A}]. g” is 
generic over A,+. 
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We will use the technique in [3] to handle continuum many objects by a single 
Cohen real. Let 8 : 2’” + w be a l-l map so that for any S, t E 2<“, ]dom(s)] < Idom(t)( 
implies that S(S) <e(t). If X E “‘2 and g E w93, we define 
gx(n) = g(e(X I n)), 
where X 1 n denotes the restriction of X to n. 
If T E L” is determined by % and U is a subset of M, we say T (or %‘) kills U 
if there are [f,] E VT and [fJ E %T:’ such that [f, ,fJ n U = 0. If % is a collection of 
subsets of M, T kills % if there is a U E 021 such that T kills U. 
If J = (a, b) is an open subinterval of I, we let _i= [a, b]. For g E “‘93, we write g 
for the function defined by g(n) = {_?: J E g(n)} ( n E w). We define i(g) and d(g) E “I 
by ;(g)(n)=inf(Ug(n)) and d(g)(n)=sup(Ug(n)) for each gEw%. For gE”93 
and f, , fi E “I, we define 
and 
H”(g,f, ,fJ = {J: J E g(n) and Jc [fi(n),f2(n)l] 
h”(g,f, ,fi) = lH”(g,f, ,fJl. 
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, we easily get 
Proposition 3.1. Let TE L” for some u E w*. Then ITI > 1 if and only if there is a 
g E “93 such that for any [f,] E e(T), [f2] E t( T) and AEU, {h”(g,f,,f2): nEA} is 
unbounded. 
Recall that a regular cardinal K is called strongly regular if 2’” = K. 
Theorem 3.2. Let JI be a model of ZFC, in which c is strongly regular, K cc an 
uncountable regular cardinal and P, the forcing notion for adding K many Cohen reals. 
Let G, be a PC-generic filter over JR. Then, in kt[G,] there exist u E w* and a layer 
T in M” such that every nonempty GA-set of T contains nonempty interior for any 
A < K and there is an x E T such that x has a base with cardinality K. 
Proof. We define by induction u,, YA, T^, x,, {Xh,a: (Y < c}, and { Wk: a < c} in Ju, 
for 1 G A < K satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) In Ju,, uh is an ultrafilter on w, ‘%* is an unfilled gap in (“l/u,, <), Th is the 
layer determined by %?A, {X,,n: LY < c} is a l-l enumeration of “2 and x, E 
(n {clS~(U {U g:,,“(n): n E ~1): n <A]) n Th; 
(2) r4,=uh for any v<h; 
(3) %L={[i(g%,,)]: v<A and Q<C} and %“:={[+l~~Z/u,: (p<,,,$ for any 
[(PIE +K) in J%; 
(4) for ~)<A,O<cu<p<c, [cp]~%?i and [$]E%‘:, 
9 %,i(g>,,,J <U,i(g2,,,“) <.*i(gQ <.P(g:,,,,) <U* rcr; 
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(5) if (Q, (Y”) < (77, crl) < ( n2, (YJ, where < is the lexicographic order on A XC, 
then 
is unbounded for any AE u,, ; 
(6) in _Mh, ‘IV: = { U n (LJ {IJ g;,,,,(n): n E co}): q <A, U is an open subset of M 
and x,, E O(U)} and { W^,: 0 < (Y CC} is an enumeration of the family to which a 
collection %f of nonempty open sets of M belongs if and only if ?V is closed under 
finite intersection, 1 ‘%if\ < K and Th does not kill “ur; 
(7) ifA=n+L,forany W~W~anda<c,{m:Ug~~,,,(m)cW}~u~. 
To start our construction, we take in A(=&,) a l-l enumeration {XO,u: LY Cc} 
of “2 and let %‘, = %,’ = 0, Wu/^o, = {{M}} for any (Y CC and u0 = {w}. 
It is easily seen from Proposition 3.1 that our construction can go smoothly when 
A is a limit ordinal. Now we assume A = n + 1 (n 2 0) and we have finished our 
construction for each 7’~ 7. Let 
If we can prove that $A has the finite intersection property in Ah, we take u,, to be 
an ultrafilter which extends 9*. By Proposition 3.1, (ehr Th, x,, {Xh,Cr: cr < c} and 
(‘11’:: (Y KC} can be defined easily according to (l), (3) and (6). We will finish our 
construction. 
Since uV is a filter and 74: is closed under finite intersection, it is sufficient to 
show in &, that for any AEU,, O=a,<cu,<.-*<a,,<~, W,,EYY~~ (OGisn), 
gi E {gf;cv,fr: VC~ and a<c} (Osisn) with i(gO)<.s;(g,)<U,,... CU,i(g,), [$]E 
%‘;, k E co and a condition p, which is a finite function from {A} x w into 3, there 
are an m E A and an extension q of p such that q forces the following: 
(a) Ug%:,,,,(m)c W,, for 0s is n; 
(b) h”(gc 4SZ,,,~J, 4gs_+, ))>kforO<iin,Osj<n; 
(cl h”(gZg,,,, gZ,,,,, g%,,i+,)> k for 0s i <j< n; 
Cd) ;(g,)(m) <4g:: J(m) < 4s;,,,.,md < ’ . . <4&,,)(m) <&;,,<,,,Hd < 
*(m) for OG i 2’2. 
We remark that the conditions about g, and W,, (OS is n) are void in the case 
of n = 0. 
We may assume i(gO)(m) < ;(g,)(m) <. . . < ;(g,)( m) for any m E A without loss 
of generality. Since T,, does not kill W&, [i(g,), $1 n W,,,# 8. We define 
fi(m)=inf{xE W,,,nZ,: ;(g,)(m)<x}, 
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then there is an A’ E [A]” n u, such that fi is well defined on A’. It is easily seen 
that fO< (e,, otherwise, T,, will kill Wa,. There are [cp!!] and [(PO,] E ie, such that 
fi <,,_ cp!! cUn cp”, . By induction hypotheses (4) and (5), there exists an AC1 E [A’]” n u, 
such that for any rn~ Au, (fi(m),cpl(m))n W,,,#@and h”(gi,cp!,cpt)> k (Otis 
n). 
Take pairwise disjoint open intervals with rational endpoints J&,(m), 
G,,(m), . . . , Ji,k(m) so that J&(m) c (f”(m), q”(m)) n W,(, (OS is k) for each 
mcAo. 
Repeating this argument, we can obtain (5;: 1 d i c n and j d i}, {cp?, cp: : 1 d i I n} 
and {Ai: 1 s i G n} c un satisfying the following for any 1 d is n and m E A, 
(1); cp~p’(m)<ff(m)<. . .<ft(m)<cp;(m)<cpl(m)<~(m)andcp’,cpl,~~,; 
(2), h”(gj, cp;, cp:) > k for any j< n; 
(3), (cp:-‘(m),fi(m)) n W,, f 0 and <fj+,(m),f:(m)) n W,, f 0 for each j < i; 
(4); Ai c A,_, . 
By (3)i, we can take pairwise disjoint open intervals with rational endpoints 
{Jf,,( m): 1 s k} for each j G i so that for each 1s k 
(51, Ji,,(m)c (cpkp'(m),fi(m)) n W,, and ji,dm)c (fj+,(m),fXm))n W,, for any 
j< i. 
Since X,,,,, Xv,,, , . . . , XT,,,< are different elements of “‘2, there is an m, E w such 
that for any m > m,, X7,a,Im f Xv,ailm (0~ i, j d n and i#j). We take m EA,~ so 
that m > m, and m > Idom(p)). 
Let 4 =P u {(s(x,,U,lm), {J!,,(m): isj G n and I s k}): is n}. It is easily seen from 
(l);-(5); (i 4 n) that q forces the sentences (a)-(d). Therefore, we complete the 
construction. 
In J@,, let u = U {u,: A < K}, which is obviously an ultrafilter on w, % = 
(&(g”,,,<,)], A < K), &(&,o)]: A < K)), which is obviously an unfilled gap in 
(“‘I/u, <), and T E L”, which is determined by %. 
Note that it is easily seen from (5) that ITI > 1 and T cannot kill 
U {U g;,,,(m): m E w} for any (Y CC and A < K. For simplicity of notation, we let 
K,, =U CJ i&,,,.(m): mE WI 
for any (Y < c abd A < K. Take an x E T n (n {clSM( U,,,): A < K}). We want to prove 
that { Tn 0( U,,,): A < K} is a local base of x in T. It is easily seen from (7) that 
M” n (cl,, ( Cl,,“)) c 0( U,,,) for any n < A < K. Hence, T n 0( U,,“) is a neighbour- 
hood of x in T for any A < K. Let 0( U) be a basic open set of PM and x E O(U). 
Then there is an FE x such that F c U. Since every Bore1 set can be coded by a 
real and K is an uncountable regular cardinal, there is a A < K such that F, U E .&, . 
In Ju,, , F must be in x,. Otherwise, 0( U,,,) n clpM (F) n M” = 0. Therefore, 0( U) 
is a neighborhood of x, in A,. So {m: I._, g;,,,,(m) c U} E uh+, and hence x E T n 
0( U,,,J c M” n 0( U,,,“) = O(U) in AK. 
Let W = { W,: a < r]} be a collection of open sets of M such that (n { O( W,): a < 
7)) n T # 0, where n < K. We can assume that ‘ur is closed under the finite intersection 
property. Since each W, belongs to some JtU with p < K, there is a A < K such that 
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WE Ju, . Since % does not kill W in JIX,, %‘,+ does not kill W in AA. Therefore, there 
isa~<csuchthatW=W~.By(7),O(U~,p)nMU~+~~~{O(Wa):a<~}in~~+,. 
By (4), we can take easily a closed set F of M such that F c Uh,P and %’ cannot 
kill F. We have 0( Uh,@) n T # 0 by Lemma 2.4. So every nonempty G,-set of T 
contains nonempty interior. Cl 
Theorem 3.3. It is consistent to have injinitely many nonhomeomorphic indecomposable 
subcontinua in M*. In particular, if there is an inaccessible cardinal, we can have c 
many nonhomeomorphic indecomposable subcontinua in M*. 
Proof. Let Ju be a model of ZFC + GCH and K is a regular cardinal with infinitely 
many cardinals below it. Note that if K is inaccessible, there are K many cardinals 
below it. If we add K many Cohen reals to A, then in A,, c = K is a strongly regular 
cardinal with infinitely many cardinals below it. Note that adding K many Cohen 
reals to a model of ZFC is equivalent to first adding K many Cohen reals and then 
A many Cohen reals to the model for any A s K. By Theorem 3.2, for any uncountable 
regular cardinal A c K there is an indecomposable subcontinuum Th such that every 
nonempty G,-set contains nonempty interior for any 7 <A and there is a point in 
Th with character A. It is easily seen that if A, f A,, Th, is not homeomorphic to 
Kz. 0 
At last, we want to show that in the Cohen extensions there are many unfilled 
gaps determining one-point layers. 
Theorem 3.4. Let K be an uncountable regular cardinal in 4. If we add K many Cohen 
reals to J& we can get a u E w * such that there is a (K, K *) -gap in ( wZ/ u, <) determining 
a one-point layer. 
Outline of the proof. Let g : w + 93” be generic over J& where !?& is the set of all 
rational intervals. If we can prove that 
.Fo=uu{{m:g(m)c W}:WEW} 
has the finite intersection property, where u is an ultrafilter on w in A and 
{O(W): WE W} is an open neighbourhood base for a point XE M” in &[g], 
Theorem 3.4 can be proved by induction. However, the finite intersection property 
follows easily from a density argument. 0 
Recall that two unfilled gaps %‘, and Ce2 in a linearly ordered set are isomorphic 
if cof( %,) = cof( %J and coin( %‘,) = coin( %J or cof(%?,) = coin( %$) and coin( %‘,) = 
cof( (e2). We say % is a gap of M”, if there is a u E w* such that (e is a gap in M”. 
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Since there is always a cardinal K of uncountable cofinality with K many cardinals 
beneath it, we have 
Corollary 3.5. It is consistent to have c pairwise nonisomorphic unjilled gaps in M* 
determining one-point layers. 
Remark 3.6. (a) Since we can do the induction in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and 
the one in the proof of Theorem 3.4 at the same time, in A,, we have a u E w* such 
that in (“I/u, <) there are a (K, rc*)-gap determining a layer with the property 
described in Theorem 3.2 and a (K, K*)-gap determining a one-point layer. 
(b) We can get 2” many ultrafilters with the property described in Theorems 3.2, 
3.4 and (a). We can also require them with additional properties, for example, 
selective, K-saturation, etc. (see [3, Chapter 31). 
We conclude this paper with the following question: 
Question 3.7. Does nonisomorphic unfilled gaps in (“I/u, <) determine nonhomeo- 
morphic layers in M”? 
Note added in proof 
Professor M. Smith informed me December 1990 that he had also proved Theorem 
2.6 independently. 
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